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Lucky Dice
A lively dice game
for 2 to 6 players
ages 8 years and up.
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SETUP

n your coasters, get set, go! Things are getting lively at the Golden Dice Inn.
Players are moving dice fast and furious style between the cardboard coasters.
With a little of luck, some speed, and an eye on the playing field, you can get rid
of your dice first, win the round, and maybe win the game..

CONTENTS

Place the tray in the center of the table. Shuffle the coasters and put them face-down as a
draw pile. Each player draws a coaster and places it face-up in front of them a little away
from the tray. Keep the yellow die handy. Each player also receives three small dice.
Extra dice are not needed and go back into the box.

Example:
Setup for 4 players

1 large yellow die

18 small dice
1 tray
with a yellow edge

H O W T O P L AY
Play lasts several rounds.
At the start of every round, take the large yellow die and roll it. After you roll it, place it on
the tray. The symbol rolled is the ultimate lucky symbol for this round!
18 cardboard coasters
with a white edge
1 rulebook
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One player gives the command: “On your coasters, get set, go!” Now everyone plays at
the same time. Each player rolls all their dice and checks whether they’ve rolled the correct
symbols to cast off some of their dice. There’s nothing like getting rid of dice! After you’ve
passed what dice you can, immediately roll your remaining dice and check again. Repeat
this process until one player manages to get rid of their last die.
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You can get rid of your dice in two ways:

Have dice from other players been placed on your coaster?

1. Place them on the tray
		
Did you roll the ultimate lucky symbol? Then place the
matching die/dice onto the tray. Those dice are out of play
for the rest current round.
2. Place them on the coaster of another player
		
Did you roll the symbol that is pictured on the left of your coaster? Then place the
matching die/dice on the coaster of the player to your left.
		
Did you roll the symbol that is pictured on the right of your coaster? Then place
the matching die/dice on the coaster of the player to your right.

This increases your number of dice! Add them to your rolling and try to get rid of them
as quickly as possible!
Did you get rid of all your dice?
Fantastic! Call out “Stop!”
All of the other players may now take their time and may roll their remaining dice 3 more
times. Anyone who rolls ultimate lucky symbols may place the corresponding dice on the
center tray. The symbols on player coasters no longer apply for these 3 rolls.
Now the round is over. Each player who was able to get rid
of all their dice receives their coaster as a reward and places
it face-down in front of them. Then these players draw a new
coaster from the draw pile and place it face-up in front of them,
close to the tray.
Players who couldn’t get rid of all their dice keep their coaster
for the next round.
Redistribute the dice so each player once more has 3 small dice. The next round starts
with rolling the yellow die again to determine the new ultimate lucky symbol.

When playing with 2 players, the dice are placed on the coaster of the other player.
Important dice rules:
◆◆ The dice must be placed on the coaster, not next to it.
◆◆ D
 ice that show the ultimate lucky symbol are always placed on the tray!
Even if a player’s coaster happens to show the same symbol.
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END OF THE GAME

LUC K Y SYMBOLS

The first player to collect three face-down coasters in front of them wins the game.
Did multiple players receive their third face-down coaster in the same round?
Then they all win together.

◆◆ Four-leaf clover
Because four-leaf clovers are very rare in nature, you need
to be very lucky to find one. If you find one, you will receive
friendship, satisfaction, and tranquility.
◆◆ Lucky pig
Even for the Teutonic tribes, the boar was a sacred animal.
Pigs are considered a symbol of wealth and prosperity.

Tip: If you can’t get enough of the game, then play until the draw pile has been used up
and there is nothing left to draw. The player who has received the most coasters wins.
In the event of a tie, these players share the victory.

◆◆ Beckoning cat (Maneki-neko)
The beckoning cat is a popular lucky charm in Japan, China,
Taiwan and Thailand. It is said to bring prosperity, keep away
misfortune, and continually beckon in customers when it is placed
at store entrances.
◆◆ Lucky penny
The lucky penny is a symbol of wealth. When you give it away,
you wish that the recipient never runs out of money.
◆◆ Horseshoe
The horse has long been a symbol of strength and power.
The horseshoe protects the animal and is considered a lucky
charm in almost all cultures.
◆◆ Hand of Fatima (Hamsa)
The hand of Fatima is a cultural symbol in the Islamic faith.
It magically repels evil spirits and at the same time bestows
blessings.
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